Semilocal exchange-correlation functionals are the most accurate, realistic and widely used ones to describe the complex many-electron effects of two-dimensional quantum systems. Beyond local density approximation, the generalized gradient approximations(GGAs) are designed using reduced density gradient as main ingredient. An enhancement factor is constructed using the inhomogeneity parameter of GGAs by taking care of the low and high density behaviors of it. Thus, the exchange energy functional proposed by making use of the aforementioned enhancement factor, significantly reduces the error compare to the previously proposed gradient approximations. Another enhancement factor and corresponding energy functional is also constructed using the inhomogeneity parameter originally introduced by Becke [J. Chem. Phys. 109, 2092 (1998 ]. Comprehensive testing and performance of both the functionals are demonstrated with respect to the exact exchange formalism by considering two-dimensional parabolically confined quantum dots with varying particle number and confinement strength as a test case.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the arena of low-dimensional research, the Hohenberg-Kohn-Sham 1,2 variant of density-functional theory(DFT) is now the most widely applied formalism for electronic-structure calculations. The success of DFT is due to the development of several accurate approximations for the exchange and correlation(XC) functionals [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . The applications of DFT are vastly extensive because of the construction of very accurate semilocal density functionals [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Despite of its grand success, the three dimensional(3D) XC-functionals in principle cannot be extended directly to low-dimensional systems due to various limitations 22 . The development of new functionals in two dimensions(2D), is an active area of research with promisingly new perspectives. However, present day studies involving low-dimensional systems 20, 21 e.g. carbenoid, graphene related materials, silicon nanowire based bio-sensors and particularly semiconductor layers and surfaces, quantum Hall devices and various types of quantum dots, have keenly attracted the attention of researchers and gained momentum. In this regard, many-body effects in low dimensions need to be addressed properly for its greater impact in solid-state and materials research. But due to the aforementioned time lag between the inception of the 3D and 2D XC functionals, the latter has not been so successful. It is only during the last decade or so, increased attention is being paid in developing 2D XC functionals.
The starting point of 2D XC density functional is obviously the local density approximation(LDA) 23 . The 2D-LDA for exchange combined with the 2D correlation 24, 25 leads to intriguing results and establishes its superiority over quantum Monte Carlo simulations 26 . Subsequent attempts have also been made to reduce the errors of 2D-LDA [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] . So generalized gradient approximations (2D-GGA) [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] were the next effective attempts in that direction. The 2D-GGA 28 reduces the mean percentage error compare to 2D-LDA. The 2D-GGAs have been constructed by extending Becke's 3 proposal to the low dimensional regime. As a matter of which, several reliable and accurate semilocal functionals 27,29-37 have been constructed. However, non of the above functional have satisfactorily described systems both at the low as well as high density limit.
In DFT, the degree of inhomogeneity associated with the system is included in the construction of XC functionals through the reduced density gradient(s), which are the main ingredient of GGA functional. In case of slowly varying density, reduced density gradient approaches to zero. Thus, there are two mainstream approaches for constructing the exchange energy functionals: 3, 6, 7, 17 and 5,9,14,16,18 . The functionals proposed by Becke, 6, 7 contain exchange hole potential and using it one in principle can construct the corresponding energy functionals. But, in these cases the potentials are not the functional derivative of exchange energies. Whereas, in case of functionals proposed by Perdew 5, 9, 14, 16, 18 et al are based on the enhancement factors along with LDA for XC. So in contrast, to Becke's approach, the XC potentials are nothing but the functional derivative of the corresponding functionals. On applying spin density scaling, one can easily construct its spin polarization version. Unlike GGA, the meta-GGA exchange energy functionals use the non-interacting positive definite KS kinetic energy density (τ ) and 's' as its ingredients. Thus 's' together with 'τ ' forms the higher order rung of XC functionals. In stead of 'τ ', Becke proposed that a new inhomogeneity parameter 41 can be used to construct the XC-functionals. The present work aims at constructing reliable and most appropriate enhancement factors using 's' and Becke's inhomogeneity parameter for 2D quantum systems. So using the above enhancement factors we have proposed two semilocal exchange functionals.
This work is organized as follows: In the next section, we will briefly discuss exchange hole and its connection with exchange energy. This will be used in the following section to construct the low and high density limit of enhancement factor. Then, we will propose a form for the enhancement factor through extrapolation between the low and high density limit. To fit and test the performance of the newly constructed functional, it'll be applied to study few electron quantum dots. An inhomogeneity parameter based on coordinate transformation is also proposed which can be further used to construct series of enhancement factors and functionals. In the appendices, we'll illustrate a scheme for constructing potentials for GGA and meta-GGA energy functional used in the present work.
where
and reduced density gradient, s = | ∇ρ| 2(2π) 1/2 ρ 3/2 (which is the main ingredient of GGA functional). Thus, the functional, F x (s) must reduces to unity (1) when s = 0, in order to recover the correct exchange energy for uniform density i.e. LDA. Actually, there happens to be several ways of constructing enhancement factor F x : (i) it can be constructed by using the small and large gradient approximations of F x and then by employing extrapolation between these two limits, (ii) by using properties of exchange potential or exchange energy and (iii) by imposing relevant physical constraints. The GGA constructed by Räsänan et. al.
28
used the approach (i). Later 2D-B88 37 formed by applying approach (ii). Here, in this case we have constructed two new semilocal exchange functionals by employing the approach (i). For doing that, we'll now elaborate on the low and high density limits of the enhancement factor.
A. Small Gradient Behavior
Lets begin with the small gradient expansion of the enhancement factor for exchange energy in 2D. To do this, we have revisited the formalism originally proposed by Becke 3 in 3D and the extension of it to 2D 28 . As the Taylor series expansion of cylindrical averaged conventional (because no coordinate transformation is involved.) exchange hole is
Now, an exchange hole, based on coordinate transformation can also be proposed which is given in Appendix-(A). For small inhomogeneity, one can consider 2D homogeneous electron gas (2D-HEG) as a good reference system. Then, the cylindrical averaged uniform exchange hole is given by
where u be the separation between pair of electrons and
2 is the Thomas-Fermi wavevector in 2D. So the cylindrical averaged exchange hole can be expressed in terms of the polynomials of u,
. (9) Now, truncating the polynomial up to u 4 and comparing it with the Taylor series expansion of the cylindrical averaged exchange hole i.e. Eq. (7) leads to a( r) = 1 2ρ
However, by applying normalized sum rule constraint to the cylindrical averaged exchange hole, the coefficient b turns out to be
where I(m) is nothing but
with z corresponding to the 1 st zero of the Bessel function and has to be evaluated numerically. For slowly varying density, semi-classical approximation of kinetic energy density can be used and upon substituting it in the enhancement factor, the same modifies to
where s = |∇ρ| 2kF ρ be the reduced density gradient. Whereas, µ = 3π 3/2 κ SGL is the small gradient coefficient of the enhancement factor, with κ SGL = 4κ/6 = 0.0072452 andκ obtained from
.
B. Large Gradient Behavior
The large gradient behavior of exchange hole as discussed by Becke's 3 and Räsänan 28 which give rise to
This Gaussian approximation of exchange hole is proposed in order to produce correct short-range behavior and finite exchange energy at large density gradient. The parameter α, is obtained from the normalization condition of exchange hole and is given by
with
On using these large gradient limit results, the new enhancement factor can be obtained as
The factor µ LGL = (
LGL Ax is the large gradient coefficient of the enhancement factor, with A x = 4(2π) 1 2 3π . The parameter κ
LGL is obtained to be 0.35078. 
C. The Modified Enhancement Factor
It is trivial from the SGL and LGL of the enhancement factor that F x behaves as s 2 and s 1 2 respectively. Now we'll combine these LGL and SGL results to find an analogous and more general expression for enhancement factor that interpolates between the two limits. A possible expression is
with g = s + √ 1 + s 2 . This form obeys the large and small gradient behaviors of enhancement factor, though the parameters are different from its SGL and LGL value as obtained above. The three parameters µ, β and c are obtained by using LGL of enhancement factor by considering the physically relevant 2D systems like few electrons parabolic quantum dots. As matter of which, the parameters µ, β and c are obtained to be 0.84089 µ
LGL , 0.248 and 0.1 respectively by employing the exact KLI-OEP result of 2D-quantum dots. By virtue of the above parameters, the mean percentage error for the overall test set gets reduced. Next, the new exchange functional constructed by employing the above enhancement factor is also applied to same set of parabolically confined quantum dots. As a reference set, we have performed self-consistent KLI-OEP calculations. Also the KLI-OEP density is used as reference input for the testing the performance of the newly developed functional. Then, the results are also compared w.r.t. 2D-LDA, 2D-B88 37 and 2D-GGA 28 . The results obtained with the new functional are given in the Table-(I) which confirms the significant amount of reduction of error compare to the GGA functionals. Henceforth, we name this functional as modified GGA (MOD-GGA) as it is constructed by making modification over the existing GGA functional. ) to the exact kinetic energy density (τ 
III. ENHANCEMENT FACTOR FROM BECKE'S INHOMOGENEITY PARAMETER
Becke showed that 41 the coefficient of u 2 of the Taylor series expansion of exchange hole in Eq. (7) is a "selfinteraction" free term i.e., the interaction between the electron and the hole surrounding it at each reference point is zero for one electron. For one electron, the kinetic energy term present within the square bracket of Eq.(7) exactly cancels with the gradient term. Thus an important inhomogeneity parameter can be given along with reduced density gradient, Q B , as
with,
This inhomogeneity parameter can be used to define the diffuse or compact exchange hole surrounding an electron. If the exact quadratic term i.e. the term containing inhomogeneity parameter is larger than the homogeneous counterpart then it represents more compact hole if not then diffuse exchange hole. The inhomogeneity parameter is zero for uniform density. Near the origin, τ KS ≈ τ W (see figure- (2)) and therefore it depends only on the Laplacian of density. Also in the exponential tail region as the KS KE density equals to the VW correction, due to its one electron like character, it depends only on the Laplacian of density. For two dimensional quantum system , near r → 0 the Laplacian of density is finite but in exponential tail it tends to ∞. It is also invariant under uniform coordinate scaling, i.e.,
In the intermediate region, it becomes positive.
A. Modeling The Enhancement Factor
An enhancement factor cab be designed using the property of the Q B . For slowly varying density, Q B is small. Thus, to recover the gradient expansion of the enhancement factor, one may Taylor expand F x (Q B ) as a power series of Q B about Q B = 0:
As for slowly varying density, the gradient expansion of kinetic energy density is given by,
Therefore,
where two dimensionless parameter p and q are defined as reduced density gradient and reduced Laplacian density gradient given by
Thus,
with the corresponding exchange energy functional given by
Now to eliminate the Laplacian we use integrating by parts, so that
As a matter of which, the enhancement factor becomes
For slowly varying density limit. From Eq. (13),
Comparing
with α = 3 8 µ SGL and γ value need to be chosen so as to reduce the mean percentage error for the overall test set.
B. Performance Of The Functional
To test the accuracy and efficiency of the newly constructed functional described above, we have applied it to the few electron parabolic quantum dot. From the test set we have chosen the value of γ to be 0.0001. This functional has been tested along with GGA and meta-GGA type functionals such as Becke-Roussel 29 . The results are shown in Table - II, where the new functional is denoted as M GGA. 
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
To summarize, we have obtained two forms of the enhancement factor and therefore the corresponding semilocal exchange energy functionals using ingredient of GGA and inhomogeneity parameter defined by Becke. The newly constructed functionals have reduced the errors for the overall test set i.e., parabolic quantum dot with varying particle number and confinement strength compared to existing ones i.e., 2D-GGA, 2D-B88, 2D-BR. We have also obtained the form of exchange potential for our proposed functionals. The parameters of the functionals are obtained by using low and high density limits of the enhancement factor and by fitting with the exact exchange results of the parabolic quantum dot. So the proposed functionals will enable us for precise many-electron calculations of larger structures such as arrays of quantum dots and quantum-Hall devices. We believe that, the construction takes the GGA proposed by Räsänan et. al one step forward in view of the improvement in the exchange energy. We have also shown that using inhomogeneity parameter of Becke, semilocal density functionals with improve performance can be constructed. In this way, one can propose hybrid density functional for 2D systems as it has already been designed accurately in 3D.
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The authors would like to acknowledge for the financial support from the Department of Atomic Energy, Government of India Appendix A: Coordinate Transformed Exchange-Hole Based Enhancement factor Since the exchange energy is related to exchange hole and exchange hole is related first order reduced density matrix. Thus, the different form of exchange hole density plays a significant role in designing the exchange energy functional. It is of great interest to study the short-range behavior of exchange hole under general coordinate transformation i.e., ( r 1 , r 2 ) → ( r λ , u), where, r λ = λ r 1 + (1 − λ) r 2 . Now the exchange energy functional becomes
where, ρ t x2D is the transformed exchange hole density defined by
with Γ 2D 1t , be the KS single particle density matrix. The real parameter λ takes the value 1 for conventional exchange hole and 1 2 for on the top of the exchange hole. Now the transformed single particle KS density matrix is expressed around u = 0 as
where, ∇ 1 and ∇ 2 operate on Ψ * i and Ψ i respectively. Taking the cylindrical average of Taylor series expansion of Eq.(A3) yields the correct small u behavior i.e.
Now using Eq.(A5), Eq.(A4) can be written as,
Thus instead of Beckes inhomogeneity parameter Q B a λ-dependent inhomogeneity parameter can be used in Eq.(19) that leads to a family of enhancement factors.
Appendix B: Ingredients of GGA Potential
Here we have derived an explicit expression for the modified exchange potential, v MOD−GGA x . As from exact spin scaling, the spin-labeled exchange potential is given by
where σ =↑ or ↓ and ρ( r) = ρ ↑ + ρ ↓ . With MOD-GGA enhancement factor the exchange potential becomes
where A x = 4(2π) 1 2 3π and the enhancement factor and it's derivatives w.r.t reduced density gradient are given by F x (s σ ) = 1 + µ s σ log(g σ ) 
